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Why are most project objectives not realized as
envisaged?
• Only 18.2% of projects will be completed on time and on budget
• Approximately 42‐58% of project conflicts can be traced back to requirement errors
• Finding and fixing requirement errors consumes 72‐88% of project rework costs
• The average project exceeds its planned time schedule by 130%
• Approximately 53.8% of projects will cost 170% of their original estimate
• Approximately 38% of projects are cancelled before completion

A typical project
Expends considerably less effort on :‐
 Requirements analysis
….which is where most errors originate
….and these errors cost the most to fix

Business Analyst
The International Institute of Business Analysis defines a business analyst to be
a person that uses a set of tasks and techniques to:
I. Work as a liaison among relevant stakeholders
ii. Understand the structure, policies and operations of the organisation
iii. Recommend solutions that enable the organisation to achieve its goals.
The Business Analyst is responsible for requirements development and
requirements management. Specifically, the Business Analyst elicits, analyses,
validates and documents business, organisational and/or operational
requirements.

Role of the Business Analyst
Usually assigned to the project after it has started
Responsible for bridging the gap between the Business and IT
Learn the business inside and out
Essentially the architect of effective business systems
Job title, definition and responsibilities viewed inconsistently
across the industry
Technology

Business

Requirements definition as per the IIBA
A condition or capability needed by a stakeholder to solve a problem or
achieve an objective;
A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system to satisfy
a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed document.
A documented representation of a condition or capability.

The 4C’s of Requirements
 Complete
 Clear
 Correct
 Consistent

Business Process Management definition
BPM is a methodical approach to improving an organisation’s business
processes through end to end implementation.
BPM activities seek to make business process more effective, more efficient,
more capable, and more agile to an ever‐changing environment.
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Dynamic Duos
Strong PM, Weak BA
◦ Result = Requirements are rushed, some may be
missed, rework needed late in the process,
schedule and budget suffers

Weak PM, Strong BA
◦ Result = Too much time developing requirements,
project falls behind schedule, “scope creep” often
occurs

Weak PM, Weak BA
◦ Result = Project failure!

Strong PM, Strong BA
◦ Result = Success, great balance between thorough
requirements‐gathering and moving forward

How to Achieve Specialised PM and BA Roles
Promote career progression and skill development
◦ Project management and business analysis training
◦ Soft skills education
◦ BA certification program
◦ PM certification program
◦ Conference attendance
◦ Project World and the World Congress for Business Analysis
◦ BusinessAnalysisWorld

BA and BPM synergy

BA and BPM synergy
1. Business Analysis Planning & Monitoring: describes how business analysts determine which
activities are necessary in order to complete a business effort.
2. Elicitation: describes how business analysts work with stakeholders to identify and understand their
needs and concerns, and understand the environment in which they work.
3. Requirements Management & Communication: describes how business analysts manage conflicts,
issues and changes in order to ensure that stakeholders and the project team remain in agreement on
the solution scope.
4. Enterprise Analysis: describes how business analysts identify a business need, refine and clarify the
definition of that need, and define a solution scope that can feasibly be implemented by the business.
5. Requirements Analysis: describes how business analysts prioritize and progressively elaborate
stakeholder and solution requirements in order to enable the project team to implement a solution
that will meet the needs of the sponsoring organisation and stakeholders.

BA and BPM synergy continued
6. Solution Assessment & Validation: describes how business analysts assess proposed solutions
to determine which solution best fits the business need, identify gaps and shortcomings in
solution, and determine necessary workarounds of changes to the solution.

7. Underlying Competencies: describes the behaviours, knowledge, and other characteristics that
support the effective performance of business analysis.
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